Extra Credit
Requirements
For one (1) point: just go, rent, or do....bring a receipt or other proof to class for credit (5 points
maximum, 1 per activity) no proposal needed.
For five to ten (5-10) points: type a 1-2 page essay (1 activity maximum) prior approval required
see below.
For a 5-10 point project.
1. All requests must be in the form of a written proposal.
2. Proposal must address concepts, ideas and subjects covered in course.
3. Each proposal must be approved by instructor.
Examples
1. To examine and explore cross-cultural and generational concepts of "feminine beauty"
explored in the film "real women have curves" (5 points.)
2. To attend a lecture by Jane Doe, curator of paintings and manuscripts, on the process of
illumination in early Christian religious books (1 point.)
3. To participate in a beach clean-up (1 point.)
4. To gain a deeper understanding (by video taped interview) of the creative impulses/needs that
motivate a family friend to cover her entire house, car and backyard furniture with paintings of
insects and aliens (5 points.)
Other Ideas
Make Art
Create a work of art (any medium)
Museum and Gallery Visits
Visit galleries and museums that are not one of your course's field trip requirements.
Films
Rented or Screened
Performances
Dance, music and theatrical performances.
Lectures
On the subject of, or directly addressing art
Public Service
Any activity that improves our world socially, environmentally or culturally.
Voting
Register to vote (1 point)
Voting in local and federal elections (2 points) Voter verification required for extra credit. You
must hand in a photocopy of your sample ballot with your name printed on the back for credit (no
exceptions!) click on item for an example of what it look like.
Miscellaneous
Just about anything goes in this category if the proposal meets the requirements listed above.

